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Abstract
In this paper by using analytical review and also critical review the status of women according
to the islamic teaching (quran and and etrat) is discused . also the shortcomings and disdvantages of
western feministic view in this regard are mentioned. In the islamic system of belief, tauhid (oneness
of god) is the axis and his justice over rules all parts of this system of belief, so the place of male and
female as part of the world is the best, they should know them selves and avail the high dignity of
humanity which is agodly gift to them. In western societies feministic poin of view makes the situation
of women worse. They not only couldn,t solve the problem but destroyed the fondation of family and
prepared the ground for differen sorts of social corruption.
Keyword: humanity, quran teachings, awhid (oneness of god) justice, feministicview.

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the research problemStatus
of women in the world, society and family is
not a new issue. Women’s issue have been the
substance of varios dialogues during the past
centuries. God is the one who created humans
and all creatures. He is only one who knows
men and women. He is the only one who
givest the exact direction of guidance to them
and he is the only one who wants their
prosperity and success. To do so he sent to
them his messengers of guidance and gave
them the books. Prophet mohammad (PBUH)
is the last apostle of mercy. His book the holy
quran is full of glorius keys of life. Islamic
teacings are an exact system which has the
elegant and accurate coherency. The basis of
all quran teachings is tauhid (onenest of god)
all parts of this system are formed on this
magnificent principle. Islam clarifies the status
of humans in the world, his life. Is aims, and
also his duties. And show him the way of
guidance and teaches him how to achive his
goals. God informs humans about the fixed
rules which heputs in the world and teaches
him how to get along with them. But in
western feministic point of view the higlhly
esteemed status of humans is neglected.
They focused on women and and sparated
sex and dender. This separation has made a lot
of problems for women. This paper is
intendend to provide a brief and authentic
exposition of what islam stands for in this
regard and briefly compare it with the western

feministic point of view. Also talk about the
damages of feministic beliefs which threaten
women, her family, her family and society.
They focused on women and separated
sex and gender. This separation has made a lot
of problems for women. This paper is intended
to provide a brief and authentic exposition of
what islam stands for in this regard and briefly
compare it with the western feministic point of
view. Also talk about the damages of
feministic beliefs wich threaten women, her
family and society.

METHODOLOGY
Research methods in this case is legal
research, usually used secondary data sources
only, namely Muslim world and feminism
issue, and the opinion of leadership, while the
analysis of normative analysis-qualitative.

RESULT AND DISCUSION
Essential keys in islamic teachings The
following are some essential points about the
issues of “status of women in islam” which
should be recognized.
1. According to the holy quran humanity is
common ground between men and
women and understanding this poins has
a lot of benefits.
2. Women are human beings, and according
to the holy quran humans have a high
status in the world. This is ablessing and
a gift from god and if they do not avail it
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is their own fault and they shouldn’t put
their blame on others.
3. Women can achive the highest degree of
perfection which is bestowed upon
human beings whether man or women
and obtaining it is based on their own
chalenges and programing. Their short
comings in this field leads them to
different shorts of damages which all are
their own fault.
4. Women are resonsible for what they do
same as men are. Men and women are
both responsible for their actions and
they will be asked by god.
5. God expects women to know their own
ability toward humanity and have a
proper program toactivateit.
What is the problem?
Not preceiving each of the afore
mentioned elements caused different sorts of
problem: for instance not knowing women as
a human being brings a crisis of gender and
sex as it happens in feminism. Apparently
feminism wants to defend women’s right by
claiming that they have been deprived from
their right and the only way to gain them is
feminism.(C.F Kassion, 2005,PP,18-19).
What happend in the live is that they have
the wron road map of their own and the more
they stick into it the further they are from the
truth and as a result the and the more they
stick into it the further they are from the truth
and s a result the new problem arise. Perhaps
feminism ccould solve some pproblems but
new one appeared for example women’s
social activities found it’s place and equal
rights (ERA) could reach to some good
points; (E.Marsall,1991,PP-50-62) but the
rate of marriage decreased and just the
opposite rate of divorce increased.
(CF.Schalaly,1997,PP,90-99) women because
of their jobs lose the proper age of marriage
and having babies. And those who have
children mostly leave them in kindergarten
without having enougt kindness and love and
as a result different sort of misfortunes attack
the families. Feminist by ignoring the hight
dignity of humanity and of individual
responsibility of one’s own deeds and also
neglecting the important role of motherhood
and spouse leads to a series of corruption
such as pornography, adulttery and
homosexuality.
(fox-Genovese,
1996,
P.145FF;L.Lukas,2006,P92).
As feminist do not consider individual
responsililities they keep projecting the
problem and condemn either the other ones or
the society. Feminist during different wavest
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of their movemen condemn the society, the
lawmakers, men history, adam waves of their
movement condemn the society, the
lawmakers, men, history, adam and eve and
finally god that why they are created as
women . The main poin is exactly here. They
haven’t known them selfest. They do not pay
attention to their highly esteemed dignity as a
human being which is bestowed by god to
them. They are absolutely heedless to this
magnificen point that evey body is the guest
of her own deeds i.e. everybody sees the
result of her own actions. According to islam
there is a very exact relationship between
humans and his actions. Distrusting in god
and relegion wich is one of the outcomes of
humanism, makes their misunderstanding
worse. As long as this movement was
attached to secularism it is got further from
the truth. This is what happened to feminism,
is getting closer to its collapse.(Davidson,
1988,P200FF;Banditer,2003,P104)As
a
matter of fact any movement which opposes
the reality of the world would be destroyer
and this is divine rule.
What islam say
Islam considers men and women as
human beings and givest the exact frame for
their livest but the most important point is
that they have to achieve it by their own will
there is no force. God by his messengers
showed the way, the right path and clarified
the result of any action but it is in your hand
to listen to him or not. The way is clear and
the leaders of this way (messengers) are
known and it is you have to go on the right
path.
Diferences are the secret of the beauty of the
world
The world is a world of diferences.
Everything has its proper place this is
because of god’s justice. Male and females
are also in their proper pace, god doesn’t
want them to be the other, hewants them to
known themselves and their divine nature and
practice in a way to activate this divine
potentiality which is a gift to humans.
According to this view if women know
themselves and observe their religious duties
in different aspects of their lives they they
will prosper and fortunality in the quran view
women are an important part of married life.
The role of motherhood is a divine
opportunity for them. Married live is not an
obstacle and doesn’t limit them but gives
them a chance to improve their hearth and
answer their feelings and make a greate step
to estabilish a good society. Prophet
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Mohammad (P.B.U.H) say: your mother your
mother and once again your mother then your
father and then comes your relatives.

CONCLUSION
In an islamic system of belief Tauhid
(oneness of god) plays the main role. God is
absolute just and created the world by his
justice, I.e everything in the world is in it’s
proper place. Male and female are like this.
God gave a high dignity to humans and asks
them to avail it and manifest it by observing
their religious duties. In humans and asks
them to avail it and manifestit by observing
their religious duties. In this divine view
differences of beings are beautyful and
everybody is responsible for his/her own
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